
Year 4 Poetry 

       The Hedgehog by Calum (4L) 

 

 

 

I Am As by Magnus (4L)     Soren by Saoirse (4L) 

 

 

  



Behind The Door Poem- Lily, 5L 
 
A shimmering light shines through the cracks around the gilded white marble door. 
Not knowing what is beyond, my curiosity calls me once more. 
Behind the door, a translucent cotton wool cloud lifts me gently from my feet, 
Whilst the sun's rays hug me with a warm and tender heat. 
Beautiful chords of distant harps whisper like angels in my ears, 
And the sweet scent of summer meadows takes away my fears. 
I feel an invisible hand in mine as we rise up towards the sky 
Delicate doves flutter their feathers and elegantly swoop by. 
A floating Grecian palace appears beyond a magical wall, 
Made of rainbows rippling and cascading like a miraculous waterfall. 
This wondrous door held so much behind, 
A divine heaven for all mankind.  
 

Lockdown! By Chloe, 4C 
 
As trapped as a jail 
Like a bird in a cage 
No place to go 
Plans all changed 
  
School at home's boring 
No wonder I'm snoring, 
My hands rough as sandpaper 
All this washing now and later 
  
As spaced out as you and me 
Two metres apart it has to be 
As empty as a haunted house 
Are all the streets when I go out  
  
No friends around, all alone 
As quiet as a gravestone 
All restaurants closed how could it be 
This time is very unusual to me 
 
People pay gold and silver prices  
for toilet paper and  sanitizers 
shelves in shops completely empty 
They're stocking up on food, enough to feed plenty 

  
 
Daily exercise how tiring 
What an exhausting thing 
Its making me want to pant 
My breath as short as an ant 
  
The NHS, working hard as they can 
To save every woman and every man 
Short of gowns, masks, and a lot more 
Thursdays I cheer from our front door 
  
The weather only shines when we're inside 
and pours with rain when we go out again 
Home schooling on the VLE 
It's so tiring to me 
  
As flat as a pancake 
my sore eyes get 
Looking at a laptop again 
is such a threat 
  
The Internet is what people depend on, 
Seeing the world through a digital lens 
connecting with family and friends 
will help us survive until the end. 

 

VOLDEMORT by Benn (4C) 
 
Magical as Dumbledore 

Crafted horcruxes like a sculptor 

Flies with the agility of a bird 

Dives into evilness 

Commands his death eaters like a dictator 

Kills as easily as  somebody cutting a mushroom 

Destroys his soul like an unconscious hospital patient 

Slaughters like St George exterminating a dragon 

Murders people explosively like dropping a pot of hundreds and thousands 

Dies like a piece of cake eating itself 



‘Football’ A simile poem  

  

 Footballs flying furiously like falcons past keepers into goals,  

Open spaces occupied by opposing players oscillating like orca around their prey,  

One-nil up!   

Tottenham supporters cheer like they have won a trophy,  

Boots as filthy as a baby’s bib after breakfast,  

All the players shaking hands like very old friends,  

Loud speakers bellow like bulls as they announce the final score ,  

Losers Liverpool limp back to the changing rooms like a lynx injured during a hunt.  

 

Thomas, 4C 

 

Corona virus lockdown 

I argue with my sister like an 

angry cat and dog 

 

I’ve been speeding downhill as quick as a  

F1 car chasing a land rover 

 

I’ve done finished chores  

like a ragged slave working for the queen 

 

I’ve been building dens like a furry gerbil  

tunnelling through saw dust 

 

I’ve rummaged for eggs  

like my frustrated  mum when she’s lost her keys 

 

I’m as bored as a moody parrot  

stuck in a cage  

 

by Charlie, 4C 

 
 


